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About This Game

You wake up with no memory. Your day is starting off great!

Nepenthe is a hand-drawn RPG with a terrible sense of humor. Set in the strange world of Carithia, you play as a mysterious
bald dude who lost his memory. Yes, you read that right. Meet some very polite monsters, and battle both them and your sense

of self-dignity in epic bullet-hell fight scenes.

Definitely not a potato in a trench coat

Sporting a childish hand-drawn art style, Nepenthe is sure to either make you love it at first glance, or throw your computer
away. The developer of Nepenthe takes no responsibility for such actions, and recommends drinking chamomile tea. “It’s really
soothing,” he says. “You should really try it one day,” he says. “What was I talking about?” He asks. There is an awkward pause.

designed for non-psychopaths, mostly

With three different endings, and countless side-quests, Nepenthe is designed for ultimate replayability. This can get quite
annoying if you need to share a computer with someone else. Trust me. Almost every monster can be spared, for added

challenge and less violence. They can also be killed - don’t worry, you psychopaths! If you enjoy dad-jokes or Chinese water
torture, Nepenthe is for you.

Nepenthe is designed for both casual and hardcore gamers alike.
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Explore two modes: "Adventure" or "Story," to find the play-style that best suits you.
"Adventure" mode is a bullet-hell extravaganza, with ever increasing difficulty as the game progresses.
"Story" mode's battles are easy one-click things, designed for those who just want the story, not the gameplay.
Enjoy stunning hand-drawn art along the way

Join us, as we stare into the Orb together.
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This game is exactly as cool as its premise. You are assembling a dead astronaut's memories in a very alien way through a really
neat rhythm game.

Pros:
+Visually impressive and well optimized (except right after level completion, occasionally)
+Really fun and unique gameplay. I haven't played a rhythm game like this before (although I have seen comparisons made). If
you could somehow put in your own music, this would replace Audiosurf 2 for me.
+Futuristic and alien music. The music is easy to "feel," which is obviously important in a rhythm game.
+Again, the premise and concept are just really cool. You'll be fascinated by the story and visuals by the time the menu screen
shows up.

Neutral:
=Some of the fragments that you have to push an analog stick just partially to get are nearly impossible with the first person
moving forward setup. You'll see what I mean in later levels.
=You'll hear the same songs over several times in the first and third stages of each memory in a group.
=The game is <2.5 hours. Concise, yes. But you'll probably want more!

Cons:
-You have no idea what the camera\/your trajectory will do, causing you to miss some fragments.
-Your lasers move much too slowly for some of the fragments in later levels. I know it's possible, but it just feels unfair and
clunky.

As you can see, my issues are mostly just minor gameplay complaints that can be overcome by getting good. If you have doubts
about the game, I recommend just tossing it on your wishlist and waiting for a sale, as the game is short.. Good game, a lot of
fun and it feels fairly real.

It's one thing annoying me though and it's the fact that the puck is really hard to hit with the stick. It would probably be solved if
stick wasn't able to be moved through the ground.

Apart form this complain the game is really enjoyable! :)
. Trade cards add me all nice game btw Need 1 and 3 cards. Even if the blur problem isn't sorted out, the game is totally worth
its price. I love this game to death! But the last time i played it, the final campaign just made me ragequit playing this game
forever! Buy this game, it's great! But the final campaign is trash!!
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This game has no business being as fun as it is, but here we are. If you're a fan of the "clicker" genre, then this is a definite buy,
especially at $0.99, regularly going on sale for less. Somehow I played this for an hour straight, and loved it.

So, this is, in essence, a clicker game mixed with a little bit of "thrash your mouse around hope you grab as many coins as
possible" game. The big draw of Toadled, is the story. Few clickers have a story, let along an accompanying comic book to
unlock as you progress through the 10 stages. It's a quick game, less than an hour to beat the first time around, maybe 2 or 3 to
unlock all the achievements. I only played long enough to flesh out the whole origin story comic. Along the way, you'll be
collecting coins which can be used as continues if you “die” or upgrades for Toad (ex: Health, Slow-Mo, Fast Growth, Fewer
Bombs, etc).

The art style is downright crisp and adorable. You'll feel compelled to fight through each stage just to see what our little toad
grows up into next. The design is fantastic, and does have sort of a Katamari Damacy feel, as other reviewers have pointed out.
In Damacy, you're picking up everything to get as big as possible, whereas in Toadled, you are eating everything in sight. The
fact it has a beginning and an end is significant. A lot clickers are designed to go on infinitely, leading to heavy burn out.

There's a lot of little touches to the game that set it above the average clicker; the comic, the relatively simple upgrade system,
the stat trackers (what you've eaten, how many of said things you've eaten, how many of those things have hurt you, etc), a
Bestiary of sorts which keeps track of all the creatures you face, as well as the various stages of Toad, all add value to this game.
There's also a Survival mode, where you try to progress through all 10 stages of the game in one fell swoop, and a stage select
where you can go on wreaking havoc on a particular level for as long as you desire.

Some have described the music as bland, but I loved how it essentially built upon itself stage after stage, until you're the final
developments devouring <something, I won't give it away> to a score that sounds as if Hans Zimmer released a solo project on
Soundcloud. I felt it fit the game perfectly.

It's odd that I'm gushing so much about this game, but, sometimes one finds oneself inexplicably tickled. It's a short game, but it
does its specific sub-genre very well.

7/10

Liked this review? Follow my curator page by clicking the following link:

https://steamcommunity.com/groups/diggingdeep#curation. January 24th Update:

So I'll leave the original review I did back in October up. I had 40 hours played in the game and because of the bugs I had
moved on.

The developer uploaded a new patch and I'm in the middle of school but I quickly checked my biggest gripes about this game,
and they appear to be fixed. I found the AI was sapping away my demand and hurting my profits. The market is changed and its
much easier to cap demand. It's much harder to turn a profit in the beginning. The demand for your goods completely changes
when you start messing around with prices.

Software is still a dumpster fire of a product chain, but they've added interesting new ones that I want to check out and looks fun
to make, including the steampunk and geek line of products.

For now though, it looks like the developers really care about their game, and I would recommend checking this game out now
that the fixes to my gripes are in. I'll give this game a better review when I have time to really get into the mechanics and stress
test the AI.

But thank you developers for never giving up on the game. I really appreciate your commitment and I'm happy I bought your
game :)
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Original Review:

I picked this game up last friday, and it's seriously affected my ability to do much else besides this game.

I think this game is on the path to what I would consider the best possible game in the world. This game is flawed, but there's a
core to the game that is quite fun to play...if you have the right mindset.

To be clear, The UI is horrid, the AI is terrible, there are some game crippling late game bugs, there isn't really any challenge to
the game besides what you set for youself. If you go into the game thinking it's a sandbox, you will be pleasantly surprised.

So why do I find it enjoyable? Because of spreadsheets. I'm so happy they allowed us to alt tab out of the game so I can learn
and play around with my spreadsheets. I am in college at the moment but am in the business field and I aspire to run my own
company one day, and this game is great training for me.

The best part of the game is the supply chain management. You build companies to run certain aspects of your empire, all
jamming through a warehouse that gives and takes to each company you set up. Your electronics Factory produces processors
and wires and cables for your cell phones, but first it needs raw silica and copper and rubber, which you mine with another
company, or create with a chemical factory which takes in petrochemicals after being refined from crude oil.

It's one big happy mess of chains, and they are extremely detailed and complex, all weaving through each other. Calculating
exactly how much of everything you need, how many companies you need to create it all, how many employees to hire, and a
pretty vast research tree to further expand your empire is fun.

Here's the thing though. Once you pick up the basics, it is ridiculously easy to make a crapton of money. I can start up a
company and be done with the entire research tree in an hour. The most basic products are hilariously profitable, especially if
you scale up. Most of the research on cost cutting is useless, because the costs of creating your products is so low compared to
how much you can sell it for.

The pricing and demand is archaic and unintelligible and doesn't follow economic principles. There's no way to change or
influence demand. Oh I'm the only one selling cell phones? I'll jack up my prices and people will still buy it, because demand is
literally always the same. There's no flowing of demand to related goods because there's no supply of a certain good. You know
exactly how many you will sell every single day, no matter what happens.

Quality is a joke and I can't find any reason to sell more than 1 quality on anything. What I was imagining was that to combat
the AI you would flood the market with cheap quality crap and take away their demand, but from what I can tell, it doesn't work
that way and the AI doesn't sell enough of any good to meet demand anyways.

Research doesn't scale at all. If you have 48 scientists, they give you a set amount of research points and you can scale this up to
infinity with no extra costs or opportunity costs. Then when you're done you fire them all and move on.

I do love the economies of scale on production costs. If you only want to produce ONE of something, well the infrastructure and
costs of producing that thing are huge...but if you start producing ALOT of that something, the production costs drop, which
relates to real life economies and is awesome. Problem is, the costs of goods means almost nothing.

The game defaults to the best pricing immediately, and you don't even need to do research or figure out tastes and preferences
of your customers. You just keep jacking up prices until your product doesn't sell, then set it there and move onto another
product, because the demand is always constant and never changes.

The comnplex industries are fun to swim through and figure out what you need...then there's software industry, which literally
has no supply chains for almost all of it's products. You just set up a software company and bam they produce games and you
sell them and everyone's happy. I have no idea why that is in the game. All the other industries are cool to mess around with and
are realistic.

After you are making money hand over fist, what is there to do? There's no governmental regulations to battle, customers and
brand to control and market, no rumors and gossip to spread, no corporate lobbyists to bribe and control new laws that hurt your
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competition, no global influence to shape the world, no anti-trust laws to break. There are events but I think half of them are
broken and don't really do anything. There always negative as well. There are challenges, where people come to you asking for
things, but you outpace the money you can see from that in after setting up one complex industry chain.

On top of that, every game I've created, at some point the demand completely destroys itself. At one point the game slowed
down while paused, I was setting up chains in excel, and I come back to there being no demand for any of my goods. It's
happened every single game and I'm pretty sure it's a bug but I can't tell, maybe it's a hard mode? The only thing that's ever let
me live through it is investing in vehicle industry, because the production is in the single digits and this bug slams the demand
for all products into single digits, which allows vehicles sold to meet demands.

The AI leverages the hell out of itself when it recognizes your completely outpacing it, forcing itself out of business fast when it
can't keep up with all the loans and selling itself off to the market. I laughed when an AI sold more than 50% of itself to keep up
with me, which I just immediately bought it's company.

So what do you do after an hour of gameplay? Well, if you're like me, it's to create a complex weave of companies and products
through one warehouse. Creating spreadsheets to determine EXACTLY how much of every single product I need daily. When
you have 20 products flowing through one warehouse, with the change in amount of every single product at 0, everything
working perfectly, it's so satisfying. It's the only thing I've found fulfilling in this game.

As is, I cannot recommend this besides as a foray into understanding game mechanics and a glimpse of what I think will be the
future of industry games.

Hopefully the devs continue to work on the game, improving the memory leaks and the crippling late game demand bugs,
improving the AI so that it's an actual challenge, and maybe fixing how demand and pricing works. I remain hopeful. For now I
will plug away at my spreadsheets, awaiting the day of the perfect industry game.. I've finished both routes and I can't really
recommend this game for most people. I can forgive the occasional bugs, because the checkpoints are close by so you can
always just restart and it doesn't bug out often. However, the combat mechanics are in dire need of tightening. Asaru's dodge
gives him iframes, but it works a bit like in NieR:A - you have to dodge close to an attack, otherwise you get no iframes - but
here you have to be so close as to make the dodge almost worthless. That is sort of fixed by having a distraction item on hand at
all times. Sadly, Amelie can't make use of that tactic and for her the only way I found to evade enemy attacks was to spam
dodge+block rapidly. Some attacks have hyper-armour sometimes, but it isn't really explained. Amelie's flying kick can go
through bullets, except at the start and end of its animation. Many enemy encounters fill the screen with bullets forcing you to
resort to hit and run tactics lest you find yourself in an inescapable death hug. I still have no idea which attacks do how much
damage or what fills Amelie's super gauge other than taking damage.

Frustrations aside, the game is ok. Not great, but ok. The attacks are plenty varied and you can pull off some really good combos
as long as you're not being interrupted every half second by perfectly staggered enemy fire from offscreen. The humour in the
story is what you'd call "an acquired taste", but it's not offensively bad. The guard break mechanic on bosses is cool, as it forces
you to deal with enemies that don't get staggered from being punched, but I would argue that two long-range enemies are a lot
more of a problem than a single boss.

All the game really needs is a mechanic to enable players to keep their flow in the middle of battling enemies that shoot
projectiles, or some tweaks to the AI to avoid projectile death traps. As it stands, it just gets too frustrating at times.. To Be or
Not To Be is the best sort of parody - one that goes over every line in Shakespeare's original with a magnifying glass and mocks
it mercilessly while still showing an appreciation or fondness of the play. See any edition of 'Dinosaur Comics' for an idea of the
kind of thorough analysis, smart♥♥♥♥♥and righteously PC commentary and gleefully silly fourth-wall jokes you can expect.
In the prologue, Ophelia is described as having 'a -1 weakness against water'.

Also be aware that this is an ebook rather than a game in the strictest sense - though it's very much an interactive 'choose your
own adventure'. North takes the time to get as much as he can from the premise ('make fun of Hamlet'), sometimes allowing the
player's choices to explore wild tangents that have less to do with the original play but are there as options for those who would
rather help Claudius battle skeletons than pick apart another soliloquy. Throughout, though, the book goes to the trouble of
adding multiple, widely-varied paths and alternate 'playable characters'.

The presentation for the Steam edition is a little awkward (you'll want to switch that music off very soon and probably also the
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voice-over) but the layout - following the printed version - is very solid and doesn't skimp on quality illustrations from numerous
respected webcomic authors.

At one point I had Hamlet make up for his caution by turning into the Incredible Hulk over Ophelia's grave. I loved it.. i think
that this game has a lot of potentional, andis realy fun to play, its just realy short.. Minimalism at its best. Despite this game
obviously being made on the fly (bad pun quota filled for the day. We can now move on to bigger and better things), and the
ending (HUGE SPOILER INCOMING. Ok, not really...) stands in stark contrast to the rest of this short lived, yet engaging and
compassionate experience, it will somehow, through its nonexistent 5 minute gameplay, transform you into a fragile, helpless
being, futilely trying to survive in a harsh, yet mysteriously beautiful world.

It's the poetry of pixels.. Biggest piece of ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥T i've ever seen!. PROS:
+ Really fun and simplistic but challenging gameplay
+ Really charming and interesting story given the minimalistic style
+ Content is well worth the price
+ Progression! The game introduces new mechanics over time to keep levels from feeling stale
+ SUSAN let me in on a little secret... no telling!

CONS:
- Controls feel a bit unpredictable sometimes
- Music can be a bit painful, it would be nice to have an option to adjust music\/sound seperately
- Score is a little buggy

Verdict:
Cheap Golf is well worth the small price the develop-- ahem, SUSAN, is offering it for. It's a hybrid between a mini-
golf\/puzzle\/reflex game, so I'd recommend you are in to at least one of these genres, but I think most people would enjoy
playing this. It's challenging but fair, and a lot of fun. 8\/10

EDIT:
In response to the developer, certain levels would have par scores of 0 (despite the actual level displaying something different).
Certain levels also didn't properly calculate turns (I don't remember the exact name, but there was one with bumpers I did with
one shot multiple times and it always said it took me two hits).. WHERE

IS

THE

SOUNDTRACK?

This game's wonderful! Hop In!
. quot;iBomber Attack" is similar to something you would have seen on a Flash games arcade site back in Flash Player's glory
days and performs about as slowly in fullscreen. Windowed mode makes the game run a lot more smoothly and even slightly
faster, making the game a slight bit more challenging... though it's easy to win no matter what (at least in the early levels). I quit
after only a few minutes because the game simply didn't hold my attention. The game mechanics weren't designed in favor of
the AI, making you, the player, way too overpowered. I also didn't like the theme or setting of the game, but that's most just
personal preference. Overall, it's just too boring to recommend at any price, but if you want something like this, you're not going
to let me stop you.

Wizard101 is Now Available on Steam!:
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Wizards,

We are excited to announce that Wizard101 is now available on Steam! If you haven’t played the game yet and are eager to
check it out, and already have Steam, get it on the Store Page today!

While you get instant Free Access[www.wizard101.com] to most of the first world and other exciting content in the game, you
can also Earn Crowns[www.wizard101.com] to progress through the rest of the game by participating in fun trivia quizzes, daily
quests, inviting friends, and more. Want to explore the worlds even faster? Learn about additional Crowns and Membership
options[www.wizard101.com].

Please know that Steam accounts are distinct from any existing http://www.wizard101.com accounts you may already have.
Your current account cannot be merged with your Steam account or transferred to Steam. If you wish to play through Steam,
you will have to create a new Wizard101 account through Steam’s platform.

Regardless of where your account was created, everyone will end up playing on the same servers and be able to meet each other
in-game. Gear up to show our newest students around the Spiral and prepare them for their new adventures!

Steam also provides a special Community Hub that will allow our community to share their unique content. You’ll be able to
post your screenshots, fanart, broadcasts, and more directly in the Community Hub.

For questions about Wizard101 coming to Steam and account differences, please see the Official Wizard101 Steam FAQ
[www.wizard101.com] or ask your questions in the Steam Community Hub.

As always, we are happy to help you with game account support needs at support@wizard101.com. For Steam specific support
needs, such as for your Steam Wallet, Steam account login access, game download technical issues on Steam, etc., please first
contact Steam’s customer support.

We look forward to seeing new Wizards joining The Spiral from the Steam community!. Kickstarter for our next title!:
Horizon's End would like to announce the Kickstarter campaign for our upcoming game, Codex Eternal: Gjallarhorn. Merging
the Dungeons & Dragons experience into a modern JRPG genre, we hope to create a truly westernized fusion with Gjallarhorn.
Crafted by the writers that brought you The Great Gaias, the continuing narrative will dive back into the lands of The Codex
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Eternal, expanding the lore and cultures of this decade long original campaign setting.

A day and night cycle will fuel a new and improved crafting system in this choice and consequence adventure. Gjallarhorn will
incorporate new features such as a taming mechanic, (16) job classes, monster abilities, rune crafting and much, much more.
Become a funder today and help us craft the next great story!

Check out the kickstarter here:
 Gjallarhorn. Changing the rules of hunting:
- Hunters have 15 minutes to register.
- Players have 15 minutes to place bets.
- If less than two players score less than 100 points - hunting is considered to be canceled.
- The rewards depend on the number of active participants scored at least 100 points.. Achievements launched!:
New version 1.23 is live! Therewith we spend challenging ACHIEVEMENTS to all our faithful fans. Furthermore and fixed
some windows 10 (starting) problems - thanks for your abundance of patience!
Go for it!. Updates and Fixes #43:
In this new update I focused on fixed some bugs and improve the problem related to the sun of the galaxy center map, decrease
the time of the load of a save game, decrease number of asteroids that appear at the same time and more...

List of Additions:. Rebellion Halloween Stream - Tonight!:

Have you ever seen a developer scream like a small child?. Trading Cards, Badges, Emoticons & Backgrounds added!:
Good News Everyone!

In addition to some minor bug-fixes and improvements we've released the first series of Steam Trading cards, badges,
emoticons and backgrounds for you!

If you've been waiting, now is the time to buy this shoot 'em up gem that delivers a whole lot of action, gun play and puzzle
driven gaming for a great value. It's the perfect summer bargain!
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